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ABSTRACTS ACCORDING TO PROGRAM 
 

DAY 1       Friday, 4 November 2022 
 
Introduction 
 
Dimitris KARIDIS 
From the Ottoman Monuments to the History of the City 
 
This entry might discuss issues related to the history of the Athens’ Fethiye mosque, 
its own characteristics and its relation to the town. In fact, it will do that, even in a 
concise form, but not only that! Since I have known Kiel for more than forty years, 
and since we have approached aspects of the built environment during the Ottoman 
period under different capacities – of an Art- and Architectural Historian (Kiel) and an 
Urban Historian (Karidis), it seems a good opportunity to discuss these different 
approaches in their Historical context. This is so particularly for the very early years 
of our discussions – the 1980s, when, in Greece, Ottoman archival material was still 
largely unknown as a source of information and cities or towns were mostly thought 
to have dwindled to insignificant villages.  
 
 
Yannis KIZIS 
What is left from the Ottoman cityscape in the Balkans? 
 
The Ottoman physiognomy is sealed by monumental complexes that summarize a 
town planning practice which blended financial, social, religious and administrative 

functions in one centralized entity. From the 18th century onwards urban dwelling 
architecture forms the unique cityscapes of the Balkans, as well as the western and 
northern Anatolia. 
The loss of the late Ottoman town character started by the central 19th c. innovations. 
In less than half a century, gradually, the dissolution was completed by the new 
nation-states throughout the Balkans. Photographic documentation of minor 
settlements, not succumbed to westernization as fast as big cities did, proves more 
eloquent. 
 

https://authgr.zoom.us/j/98533082951?pwd=a1dKT2hDdkRHZ2tXQ1ZlN3FmWnFHZz09
https://authgr.zoom.us/j/98533082951?pwd=a1dKT2hDdkRHZ2tXQ1ZlN3FmWnFHZz09
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1st SESSION – FROM BURSA TO MAINLAND GREECE 
        
Suna ÇAĞAPTAY, M. ÇAĞHAN KESKIN 
Ιn the aftermath of the Timurid sack: Buildings and builders in Bursa 
 
While the use of alternating brick-and-stone masonry is a distinguishing feature in 
the early religious as well as nonreligious Ottoman buildings of Bursa, during the 
reign of Bayezid I the architectural culture shifted to stone-marble ashlar masonry. 
In this paper, we would like to argue that the Timurid sack of 1402 did not disrupt 
the Ottoman empire-building project so much as herald a continuation carried out 
with similar materials but an evolving vocabulary. The Ottoman project was resumed 
in full when Timur left Anatolia about a decade later in 1413 to pursue his longtime 
ambition of conquering Asia itself. The new architectural style included many 
borrowings from the Mamluk, Timurid, and local Anatolian-Balkan elements, as 
showcased by the Green (Yeşil) Convent - Masjid (1419–21) established by Mehmed I 
(r. 1413–21). Using a nuanced re-reading of the archival, epigraphic and visual 
evidence, we aim to chase the identity of the builders. Whatever the limitations of the 
Mamluks’ work, it demonstrates that not just Byzantine but also other masons and 
builders added their efforts to Ottoman buildings through elevation and plan, 

decoration, and construction techniques. Indeed, a wide range of Mamluk, Timurid, 
and local Anatolian-Balkan elements also appear in the early fifteenth-century 
architecture of Bursa in the aftermath of the Timurid sack and during the interregnum 
period. 
 
 
Patricia BLESSING 
Bursa and beyond: On the fifteenth-century origins of Ottoman architecture 
 
This paper examines Ottoman architecture in the long fifteenth century, against the 
backdrop of major historical events such as Bayezid I’s defeat against Timur in 1402, 
the interregnum, and Mehmed II’s conquest of Constantinople in 1453. It argues 
against a teleological narrative that moves from the first extant Ottoman-sponsored 
monuments to the major intervention of Sinan in the mid-sixteenth century. Rather, 
the paper focuses on the diverse and multi-valent nature of the emerging Empire’s 
building program. 
 
 
Paschalis ANDROUDIS 
Early Ottoman architecture in Greece. The so-called “Bursa” period 
 
The monuments of the early Ottoman architecture in Greece share some common 
elements such the cloisonné brickwork system (the use of alternating brick-and-stone 
masonry). The presence of this system which is a distinguishing feature in the early 
Ottoman buildings of Bursa, led some Greek scholars to speak about the “School of 
Bursa” in Greece and “buildings of small scale and rather provincial character in 
comparison with major works in the Northern Balkans, Bursa and Edirne”.  
This paper will present some early Ottoman monuments in Greece that share some 
common, mainly external features that can be found in the buildings of Bursa and its 
sphere and why the term “Bursa period” in Greece should not be used any more.  
 
 
Athanassios GOURIDIS 
Geometrical correlations and structural adequacy in some Early Ottoman monuments 
of the Prefecture of Evros 
 
The western bank of the Evros River, at its downstream, played an important role in 
the evolution of the Early Ottoman architecture. A number of examples of the period 
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and the region, of a considerable architectural, constructional and structural 
diversity, are presented in the paper. They are eponymous, domes structures, erected 
in the last quarter of the 14th and the first quarter of the 15th century. Their approach 
is focused on their geometrical and structural rationale, as well as on the further 
implications unveiled, attempted through the combination of bibliographic research 
with the architectural and structural study of the artifacts themselves, including 
grapho-static and finite elements simulation, aiming to contribute to a holistic 
consideration of the architecture of the period in Thrace. 
 
 
Stavros BAZAS 
A glance at the Early Ottoman monuments in Feres and  Traianoupolis in Western 
Thrace 
 
Four decades after the visit of Machiel Kiel in Traianoupolis and three decades after 
his visit in Feres and the early Ottoman monuments of the two regions made known 
to the scientific community, we revisit and have a glance at the Han in Traianoupolis, 
the hammam and the aqueduct in Feres.  
 
 

Sofia AKRIVOPOULOU, Sotirios PARASCHOU 
The Imaret of Komotini under new light 
 
The Imaret of Komotini was firstly presented by Machiel Kiel in 1971. As it is under 
restoration today, new findings can shed light into the original structure, its 
decoration and its surroundings. 
 
 
Vanessa DE OBALDĺA  
Historical and legal insights into the conversion of churches and mosques in the light 
of the Population Exchange of 1923 
 
Historically, the theme of church conversion in Ottoman territories followed an 
established three stage process: territorial conquest, expropriation, and structural 
modification for either a religious or secular purpose. While the largest church in the 
city was transformed immediately, not all churches succumbed to conversion right 
after the conquest; rather, a gradual stage of conversion could be witnessed, usually 
dependent on the need for the building which was Islamically justified through the 
will of the sultan (irāde). Likewise, when Ottoman Greece was re-captured, former 
churches regained their original function and mosques and quarter-
mosques succumbed to conversion. This study shall provide historical and legal 
insights into the phenomena of conversion in the light of the compulsory population 
exchange between the Greek Orthodox of Anatolia and Thrace (with some exceptions) 
and the Muslim population of Greece which was the result of an agreement signed on 
30 January 1923 between Greece and Turkey. Examples shall be given of places of 
worship in the cities of Kavala and Drama in comparative perspective with Ayvalık. 
 
 
Aikaterini MARKOU 
Bektashi türbes (former tekkes) in the region of Xanthi 
 
Regarding the history of Bektashi populations during the Ottoman rule in Thrace it is 
quite fragmentary. The traces of the Bektashi cult sites, those that are preserved 
today, mainly the türbes and the open-air tombs of Bektashi dervishes as well as the 
tekke of Roussa (near to Didymoteichon), allow us to form a picture of the geography 
of Bektashism in Greek Thrace. However, at least for the present, there is a lack of 
those sources that would shed light on the complex life of Bektashi cult sites, people 
and socio-political contexts during the previous historical periods. 
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 In this paper we examine the case of two Bektashi türbes (known as tekkes), located 
in Xanthi, which M. Kiel recorded and photographed during his passage though the 
city in 1974. These are the türbes of Hasib Baba Tekke and Kütüklü Baba Tekke. On 
the basis of the existing historical material we will present the biographies of these 
former tekkes in relation to the socio-political context that influenced their evolution 
until today. Although conditions during the 20th century weakened and extinguished 
Bektashi activity in the Xanthi region, these türbes seem to attract the attention of 
some Muslims who use them as prayer places. Thus, it maintains a popular Muslim 
religiosity encased in former Bektashi milieux, which occupies a complementary 
position next to the dominant Sunni practice. 
 
 
2nd SESSION – OTTOMAN MACEDONIA I  
           
Lilyana YORDANOVA 
The role of Ottoman religious architecture in the formation of Modern urbanism 
in North-Western Greece 
 
This talk will present some preliminary results of the on-going research program “The 
interreligious dialogue of buildings: religious architecture of the urban and peri-urban 

space in Macedonia and Western Thrace in the 15th century” conducted at the École 
française d’Athènes. More specifically, I shall investigate the impact of Ottoman 
religious monuments on the urban fabric of three important medieval cities located in 
North and North-Western Greece at present, namely Serres, Veria and Kastoria. The 
strategies of managing public space from the late 14th to the early 16th century shall 
be assessed by taking into consideration factors such as architectural style and size, 
sacred topography, construction pace and choice of site. 
 
 
Vassilis MESSIS 
The Ottoman mosques in the city of Drama and its region.  From the 1970s to the 
present. Research, conservation status, prospects 
 
The paper first refers to the recorded Ottoman mosques in the city and the region of 
Drama in the early 1970s - the period when Machiel Kiel's research interest in the 
Ottoman buildings of Northern Greece began. It is easily ascertained that these 
monuments were in essence a terra incognita, and not only for the relevant research. 
Next, these mosques are presented in terms of their architectural features, while also 
referring to the history of the research, the adventures that passed, their current 
state of preservation, as well as the prospects that open for them in the future. Then, 
in the same way, method and targeting, a mosque is presented - located outside the 
city, in settlements of P.E. Drama - about which we had no knowledge and recording 
50 years ago. 
 
 
Velika IVKOVSKA 
The architectural heritage of Ibrahim Paşa in Kavala    
 
The small town of Kavala placed at the geostrategic point on the Via Egnatia and the 
North Aegean Sea played an important role as defensive and trading port town in 
Ottoman times. Dependent on the sea and the trade routes Kavala preserved a 
continuity throughout the centuries under the Ottomans, growing into an astonishing 
multiethnic and multi confessional town. Its port in the early years after the Ottoman 
conquest, used for defensive galleys of the stretch between the island of Thasos and 
the mainland against pirate raids, later grew to be one of the greatest tobacco trading 
ports on the shores of the Aegean together with the city of Thessaloniki.  During its 
continuous life under the Ottomans the town grew from a village with less than 100 
households into a town with its separate neighborhoods and shrines. Its initial urban 
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development commenced with the works of Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent’s Grand 
Vizier Ibrahim Pasha whose works will be shown in this presentation, besides the first 
works of Sultan Selim I, who placed the castle and the presence of the fortress led to 
Kavala’s establishment 
 
 
Melpomeni PERDIKOPOULOU 
The Imaret and the Mansion of Muhammad Ali Pasha in Kavala: The role of 
Professor Aimilia Stefanidou’s work for the study and salvation of the two 
monuments 
 
The Imaret complex of Kavala was a gift from Muhammad Ali to the city. It is an 
architectural ensemble consisting of a first-grade school (mekteb), workhouse 
(imaret), two seminaries (medrese) with rows of rooms around a courtyard, a mosque 
as well as the offices of the institution together with the guard's house. It is one of the 
rarest and most important monuments of its genre and of the period that was built 
with elements from the so-called Ottoman Baroque. After the forced withdrawal of the 
Turks, the building was used for many years as a refugee residence, as a warehouse 
for adjacent shops and as a coffee shop. The subsequent uses caused alterations and 
damage to the building, while part of it was demolished in 1934 for the opening of the 

road that passes in front of it. In Kavala there was an ownership problem, because 
the building belonged to the Egyptian government. After the departure of the Muslim 
inhabitants of the city it remained as a property of the Egyptian state. Recently the 
issue of Imaret was settled and since 2003 it has been operating as a luxury hotel. 
The decision to convert an Ottoman monument into a hotel was unprecedented for 
Greek standards, and the company that currently manages it took over all the costs 
of its restoration. The restoration study signed by Aimilia Stefanidou treated the 
complex with respect and via modern solutions highlights its unique characteristics. 
Despite the original plans which provided for the building to be open to the public 
with organized museum-educational tours, today only some spaces are opened for 
school visits and during exhibitions and other cultural events. Despite any 
disagreements that arose during its implementation restoration and configuration for 
reuse of, the result beyond the positive event of rescue of the monument offered the 
city of Kavala a place of culture of exceptional importance and beauty. 
The house where Muhammad Ali was born lies in a close distance. It is a two-story 
building built to serve the needs of a significant number of tenants. On the lower floor 
there was a stable and a kitchen, while on the upper floor were the rooms used by 
Mehmet Ali's family, as well as the harem. There was even a special provision for a 
hammam, for separate living spaces for men (selamlik) and women (haremlik), but 
also for the possibility of heating. The building now functions as a museum. The first 
impression upon entering the interior of the house thanks to its restauration is that 
it transports the visitor to 18th century Kavala, with the exhibition of the original 
household items and furnishing. 
 
 
Ourania BESSI 
Towards an interdisciplinary methodology for the reconstruction of Early Ottoman 
morphologies: The case-study of Siroz (Serres) at the Lower Balkans 
 
 
Maximilian HARTMUTH 
A major work of the Sinan School in Northern Greece: Dating and architecture of the 
Zincirli Mosque in Serres  
 
In 1971 Machiel Kiel published a pioneering article on the Ottoman monuments of 
Komotini and Serres, based on fieldwork conducted in the region since the 1960s. It 
presented for the first time substantial information about undeservedly little-known 
buildings like the so-called Zincirli Cami in Serres. This monumental domed mosque’s 
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lacking of an inscription has opened the door to diverging views concerning its 
probable date of construction. Kiel’s analysis of the architectural evidence led him to 
propose a construction in the late 16th or early 17th centuries. This was seemingly 
contradicted by dendrochronological evidence discussed by Heath Lowry, who 
advanced an alternative dating to the late 15th or early 16th centuries. My paper will 
argue that the evidence must not necessarily be seen as irreconcilable. Instead, it 
allows us to reconstruct in some detail the dynamic history of a remarkable building 
and the people and institutions associated with it 
 
 
Efthymios RIZOS 
The rediscovery of an Early Ottoman mosque and türbe in Serres 
 
This paper will present the results of a rescue excavation in the suburb of Kamenikia 
(Kamenica) in the west outskirts of Serres (Ottoman Serez/Siroz). Within the structure 
of a private house of the 1920s/1930s at a small distance from the extant Koca 
Mustafa Paşa Camii, the remains of a small mosque and a large and monumental 
mausoleum (turbe) came to light. The structure was architecturally simple, but 
features fine quality masonry, comparable to the major monuments of the 15th century 
in the city. The excavation produced no inscriptions. We tentatively propose its 

identification as the Türbe of Şeyh Muslihiddin, known from Mehmet Esad Serezli’s 
memoirs.   
 
 
3rd SESSION – OTTOMAN THESSALONIKI- I  
            
Ayhan PALA 
Ottoman architectural buildings in Thessaloniki according to vakfiyes 
 
With the spread of the Ottoman Empire in Rumelia, Thessaloniki, which is 
understood to have been given back to Emperor Manuel after its first capture in 
1387, was taken again by Murad II in 1432. In the city of Thessaloniki, which 
remained under Ottoman rule from 1432 to 1912, foundations were established 
and architectural buildings were built. With the works such as mosques, madrasas 
and hammams (baths) built in the city, the face of the city has changed and 
Thessaloniki has gained the character of a Turkish city with the new 
neighborhoods established. Most of the architectural works were built through 
foundations. The vakfiyes in the Ottoman archives provide information about these 
architectural buildings and their sources of income. In our article, the information 
given by the vakfiyes in the Ottoman archives about the Ottoman architectural 
buildings in Thessaloniki will be evaluated. 

 
 
Konstantinos RAPTIS 
The Hamza Bey Mosque (Thessaloniki) revisited: New evidence on the architecture 
and the history of the Ottoman religious foundation and its surroundings 
 
Hamza Bey mosque in Thessaloniki was founded in 1467/8 as mescid, and it 
consisted of a domed prayer hall with a revak, along its façade. Until the mid-
sixteenth century an ambulatory with a minaret was annexed to the 
mescid, signifying its conversion to mosque. The edifice was completed in 1569, 
during the reign of Selim II, when a quadrilateral atrium was added to the mosque.  
The paper, on the basis of the architectural study of the building, conducted by the 
Ephorate of Antiquities of Thessaloniki during the last fifteen years, presents new 
evidence on the architecture and the building history of this significant religious 
foundation of Ottoman Thessaloniki, and examines its place in the wider frame of 
its neighborhood from the mid-fifteenth until the early-twentieth century 
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Melpomeni PERDIKOPOULOU 
The Alaca Imaret of Thessaloniki: A new approach 
 
Among the mosques that were built in Thessaloniki after its conquest by the 
Ottomans (1430), Alaca Imaret (1485) constitutes one of the most representative 
examples of the zaviyeli-mosque architectural type, which was popular during the 
first two centuries of the Ottoman period and with a number of variants became 
widespread throughout the empire. This paper examines the history of the waqf 
and its imprint on the mosque, along with the parts of the building complex that 
assisted to the proper function of the waqf. Our aim is to clarify the construction 
phases of the building and attempt to put them in the historical frame of the history 
of the empire and the city.  
 
 
Aikaterini KOUSOULA 
The Trigonion Τower of the eastern fortification of Thessaloniki 
 
The large cylindrical tower in the NE corner of the walls of Thessaloniki, which we 
conventionally call the tower of the Triangle (Trigonion) or the tower of the Chain 
(Pyrgos Aliseos), was built, based on its morphological and typological 

characteristics, probably during the second half of the 15th century. The purpose 
of its construction was to place firearms inside and on the roof, according to the 
new military techniques of the time. 
The circular tower, as evidenced by the excavations carried out during its 
restoration, replaced two older towers existing in this place, namely, a square tower 
of the Roman fortification, which was succeeded by a triangular tower of the of the 
early Christian fortification of the city. Parts of the latter were located embedded 
inside the circular tower. 
 
 
Sapfo TANOU 
The contribution of public baths in Thessaloniki to the urban design during the 
first centuries of the Ottoman rule. Preliminary research 
 
Based on the fact that baths had been the first secular public building erected in 
a city after the Ottoman conquest -as part of urban design or redesign- this paper 
tries to examine if and how this type of public building contributes to the urban 
planning in the case of Thessaloniki. After the Ottoman conquest of Thessaloniki, 
the walled area of the city has been allocated for a new spatial organization, due to 
the existing available space within the fortified enclosure, where both the main 
road network and the pre-existing public building had been preserved. In Ottoman 
Selanik the baths were built mainly on main roads. The dating of their construction 
is generally linked to the time of the city’s conquest and in particular to the period 
of final formation of the Ottoman quarters in the 16th century when most public 
baths were built.  
The paper will attempt to discuss the usual location of public baths in the center 
of the city, in the quarters (mahalle) of residential areas, their integration in a 
complex of buildings (külliye) and their inclusion in waqf endowments. 

 

 
4th SESSION – OTTOMAN THESSALONIKI- II  
                          
Dimitris P. DRAKOULIS 
The historical urban geography of 17th century Ottoman Selanik. The evidence 
from Evliya Çelebi 
 
The eighth volume of the Seyahatname contains Evliya Çelebi’s visit to Greece in 
1668 and includes the description of Ottoman Selanik. The text outlines the  
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legendary history of the city and its religious and political governance; it also gives 
information about its physical and social geography (walls, citadel, neighborhoods, 
port, the Islamic and the main Christian religious monuments, pious foundations, 
parts of the urban armature, etc.). It also contains information concerning 
religious, ethnic and professional groups, social institutions, and social practices, 
as well as observations about cultural practices, ethnic and linguistic conventions, 
and uses of space. We will analyze the text of the description in order to identify 
the urban organization of the city, by locating and mapping the land-uses and the 
built environment, and formulate the zonal model of the (socio-)functional divisions 
of space. Together with the urban structure, the approach will reveal Ottoman 
spatial practices for the organization and control of urban space as part of the 
general apparatus of the production of space. 
 
 
Androniki BATZIKOSTA  
The conversion of the Byzantine churches of Thessaloniki into Ottoman mosques 
 

The subject of this paper is the conversion of the byzantine churches of 
Thessaloniki into ottoman mosques. The study provides a systematic examination 
of the historical sources and archaeological evidence. It is discussed how the 
descriptions of the monuments by travelers during the Ottoman period led to the 
first researches and excavations of the byzantine churches of Thessaloniki from 
the beginning of last century onwards. Furthermore, it will be mentioned a 
commentary on the events of the two conquests of the city by the Ottomans, mainly 
on how the conquerors treated the byzantine monuments. Finally, an analysis of 
the interventions received by the surviving byzantine churches of Thessaloniki 
during their conversion to ottoman mosques. 
 
 
Elli GALA-GEORGILA 
Cisterns and water towers in Thessaloniki. Observations on the water supply 
system in Early Ottoman period 
 
The safe operation of the water supply system has always been a precondition for 
the survival and development of Thessaloniki. The water storage and distribution 
centers, cisterns and water towers, had an important role in the functioning of the 
water supply network inside the city. To locate the main distribution centers during 
the Early Ottoman period information from published archival sources is used in 
combination with data of the geomorphology of the walled area. The correlation of 
the water supply centers with key points of the city (market places, mosques, 
monasteries) helps in a better understanding of the structure of the water supply 
system during this period. At the same time, it illuminates some parameters of the 
process of transformation of the city in the early years of Ottoman rule. 
 
 
Sonia-Anna GKOUNTA 

A small Ottoman bath in Pefka, Thessaloniki 
 
The subject of this paper is a small Ottoman bath in the settlement of Pefka in 
Thessaloniki. The purpose of this work is the architectural documentation of the 
monument through the presentation of drawings and the analysis of its typology 
and its construction. The exact date of its construction is not known and probably 
the bath dates back to the 16th-17th century. 
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Yiannis EPAMINONDAS 
The lost Ottoman buildings of Thessaloniki in old photographs  
 
The presence and condition of ottoman buildings in late 19th century Thessaloniki 
becomes evident through surviving work of known and unknown photographers of 
the time. From the early panoramas by Josef Székely (1863), the Abdullah brothers 
(ca. 1866) and the “Sayce photo” (ca. 1873), till the 1917 air photos of the Grand 
Armée, that reveal the topography of the city prior to the Hébrard Plan: the not-so-
lost byzantine “White Tower”, the sea walls, the ottoman court house, the oldest –
out of three known– custom house, the old quarantine, the first town hall, the 
Frankish villas, the old railroad station, the first slaughter house, the spring of 
Sheikh-Su and many others. 
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DAY 2       Saturday, 5 November 2022 
 

5th SESSION – OTTOMAN ART IN GREECE 
        

 
Anna BALLIAN  
Αrt and material culture in Ottoman Greece: Between history and tradition 
 
Ottoman history and culture is a concept by now widely accepted in Greek and 
Balkan historiography. In Greece there have been university courses since the 
1980s, departments of Ottoman studies that have acquired a significant academic 
presence and Greek Ottomanists are producing exceptional work. All of this has 
offered a different dimension to the study of Modern Greek history. Recent Greek 
historiography places the study of the Greek Orthodox population within the wider 
Ottoman framework in which, after all, they belonged. 
What has happened, though, in the domain of art? Is there a similar phenomenon, 
a similar development? I would say yes without any reservations, but things are 
far more complicated and move more slowly. They differ from one medium to 
another; what applies in painting is not necessarily the case with silverwork, wood 
carving or architecture… 
 
 
Mina MORAITOU  
Iznik ceramics on monuments and collections in Greece 
 
The paper aims to present an overview of the presence of Ottoman Iznik ceramics 
in Greece. The selection of the material will include Iznik tile decoration on 
buildings, both in mosques and churches, representative examples from the 
collection of Iznik ceramics that decorate the facades of buildings, ceramics of the 
17th century with Greek inscriptions, as well as other examples in collections in 
Greece.  
 
 

Maria SARDI  
Early Iznik and Kütahya ware. A rare example in Greece  
 
Early Iznik pottery is characterized by its blue and white decoration. The ceramics, 
dating from the last quarter of the fifteenth century, were made in the ancient 
Greek city of Nicaea (Iznik) and have interlacing arabesques and stylized floral 
motifs in shades of underglaze cobalt blue. A few dated examples, inscribed with 
Armenian texts, which unlike earlier vessels were not made in Iznik, but in 
Kütahya, form one more group of early Ottoman ware dating from the first thirty 
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years of the sixteenth century. One of these vessels, known as the ‘Godman flask’ 
has a decoration of tightly coiled spiral stems with tiny leaves, flowers, and hooks 
at the intervals. Similar spiral decoration may also be seen on another group of 
blue-on-white vessels known as the ‘Golden Horne’. The spiraling leaves on these 
examples are more stylized and they echo manuscript illuminations, and 
particularly the background for the Sultans’ tuğras. An unpublished blue on a 
white single-handled jug with decorative motifs common to both the ‘Kütahya’ and 
the ‘Golden Horn’ ware, found in a Greek private collection, will be the focus of my 
presentation, which aims to explore this early phase of Ottoman ceramic 
production. 
 
 
Vassilis AYANNIDIS 
Ottoman clay pipes from the excavations of the Ephorate of Antiquities of Chios 
 
In the illustrations of different subjects in the countries of the Ottoman Empire 
during the 19th century there is almost always a smoker of a pipe or a hookah. 
Smoking a Turkish pipe was a common pleasure for men and women, rich or poor, 
not only in the Empire itself but also through the Mediterranean and Europe, up 
until the invention of the cigarette in the 1930’s. The popular Turkish clay pipe is 

quite different from the western one-piece tobacco pipe. Hundreds of ottoman clay 
pipes, including a variety of types dating back to different periods, have been 
preserved in storage by the Ephorate of Antiquities of Chios. This paper studies the 
clay pipes from the 187 excavations curried out by the former 3rd Ephorate of 
Byzantine Antiquities. 
 
 
Chryssanthi SAKELLAKOU 
Οttoman art in Greece: The case of the Ioannides Collection from Lindos, Rhodes 
 
This paper deals with the Ottoman objects that belong to the Ioannides Collection 
from Lindos, Rhodes. Iznik pottery, Beykoz glass as well as other objects of 
Ottoman art are examined. The importance of this art as part of the interior 
decoration of wealthy Greek houses is, also, presented. 
 
 
Nikolaos VRYZIDIS 
Textile production and trade in Ottoman Thessaly 
 
The following paper will offer an overall assessment of the trade and production of 
textiles in Ottoman Thessaly. The available textual, material and visual evidence 
shows that textiles from East and West were traded in the markets of the Sanjak 
of Tirhala (or Trikala), revealing the region’s mercantile interconnectedness. On the 
other hand, textual evidence points to a local production as well, primarily cotton 
and silk, which was far from negligible. By drawing upon these sources, I aim at 
examining Ottoman Thessaly as a regional case study, outlining the limits between 
the local, the pan-regional and the global in its textile culture, through a diachronic 
lens. 
 

 
Manuel Esteban BARBA DELGADO 
About the muqarnas in Edirne. A brief analysis through the pictures of Machiel 
Kiel of the city in the 1970’s 
 
The technique of “mocárabes” or muqarnas is without a doubt one of the most 
interesting in Islamic crafts and architecture. This technique had different 
evolutions in the eastern and western territories, however it was at the points of 
connection between east and west where the muqarnas had an atypical  
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development that led to new forms of mastery and construction. The territories 
located in Turkey, Greece, Italy or Spain are a clear example of this. 
In this paper and focusing on some of the photographs of Prof. Machiel Kiel, a brief 
geometrical analysis will be made, starting on the general rules of typology, and 
the pieces and muqarnas found in the city of Edirne in the 1970’s by Kiel. This 
frontier city supposes a perfect example in an attempt to approximate the 
particular construction techniques in these territories. 
 
 
Paschalis ANDROUDIS, Eleni FAKA, Marina PETKAKI 
Ottoman decorative sculpture in Greece 
 
This paper is a brief overview of the Ottoman decorative sculpture in Greece, a topic 
that is not well studied.  
Ottoman decorative sculptures in Greece are portals, window and door frames, 
capitals, ambos (minbars), niches of mihrab, mahfils, water basins, fountains, 
funerary monuments and gravestones. Important monuments which contain 
Ottoman sculptures can be found in Northern Greece, e.g. Komotini, Serres, while 

the marble constructions of Ottoman Thessaloniki were dismantled. 
The motifs used in Ottoman sculptures in Greece differ from one period to another. 
Up to 17th century the dominant motifs are geometrical patterns, arabesque 
motifs, as well muqarnas. The vegetal and floral forms in arabesque motifs for 
decoration on Ottoman sculptures are part of literal or symbolic depictions of 
Paradise. In 18th century, under the influence of baroque new forms and 
repertoires were introduced in Ottoman art. 
 
 
Dimitris LOUPIS 
Ottoman inscriptions on the fountains of Nafplion   
 
Nafplion is among the few urban settlements in Greece, where a considerable 
number of fountains of the Ottoman era are extant together with their inscriptions. 
This paper deals with the edition of the in situ inscriptions found today on fountains 
scattered in the narrow streets of the old town of Nafplion, an important 
administrative and financial hub of the Morea, also as a result of the 18th century 
‘obsession with fountains,’ a trend that expanded from the capital to the provinces 
of the Ottoman state. 
 

 
6th SESSION – ISLAMIC AND CHRISTIAN ART  
 
Konstantinos GIAKOUMIS 
The osmosis of Late Byzantine and Early Ottoman architecture in the Western 
Balkans 
 
The paper deals with a topic in which Machiel Kiel has made remarkable 
contributions, the creative blending of late Byzantine architecture with Ottoman  
 
architecture. Using select examples of early Ottoman mosques from the West 
Balkans, such as the Red mosque of Berat, the Hünkâr mosque (King’s Mosque of 
Elbasan) and comparing them with late Byzantine churches and early post-
Byzantine churches and katholika from the same region, I am delving into matters 
of cultural transfer in the course of the troublesome first century of Ottoman 
expansion in the region. 
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Yannis D. VARALIS 
Ottoman metalware from the Docheiariou Monastery, Mt Athos 
 
This paper focuses on several metallic objects that are kept at the Docheiariou 
Monastery, Mount Athos, and are dated to the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Two sini, six trays, three of which are large in diameter and three are 
smaller, two basins, a flask and a candleholder are decorated in cast, hammered 
and engraved techniques with characteristic Ottoman motifs; the candlestick is 
also perforated in some of its ornamental zones. The utensils do not belong to a 
single whole, but are products of different workshops and eras and probably 
reached the monastery at different times. Three of them bear engraved dated 
dedicatory inscriptions, the study of which offers noteworthy data about their 
donors and/or craftsmen. Even if a few objects may come from already known 
metalworking workshops of Mount Athos, the rest can easily be assigned to 
workshops active in Northern Greece or Asia Minor.  
 
 
Paraskevi PAPADIMITRIOU    
Woodcarving in Ottoman Greece 
 

 
Georgia GRAIKOU 
Exploring the influence of decorative motifs of the Ottoman Art of the 16th century 
in the corresponding post-Byzantine art 
 
From the second half of the 16th century there is a tendency of renewal in all artistic 
genres of Ottoman art (decorative, ceramics, textiles, manuscripts etc.) and at the 
same time a tendency of homogenization and consolidation of older artistic 
influences and trends. We observe the coexistence of the international Iranian 
decorative style of Timurid and the two versions of Hatayi (oriental decorative style) 
and Rumi (Byzantine, Roman and Arabic decorative influence) with corresponding 
west influences. During this period, the most important artistic institution of 
Ottoman Empire, the nakkaşhane workshops, which are financed directly by the 
sultan, played a dominant role in the codification of a common artistic language. 
In the middle of 16th century, the nakkaşhane elaborated on the two dominant 
decorative trends of Ottoman art, the Saz and Şükufe. In our research we attempt 
to investigate the influence of the nakkaşhane decorative style in corresponding 
post-Byzantine art. We attempt to identify and categorize the motifs of Ottoman art 
that we encounter in their original or varied form in post-Byzantine painting and 
to investigate the cultural conditions that favored the artistic "exchanges" between 
Ottoman and post-Byzantine art.   
 
 
Theocharis TSAMPOURAS 
Exercises in style alla turca by post-Byzantine painters: From the Ottoman motifs 
of the sixteenth century to the Ottoman Baroque and its influence 
 
This paper aspires to provide a better understanding of the stylistic development 
of post-Byzantine painting from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century focusing  
 
 
on Ottoman art as an inspiration point for Orthodox artists and their patrons. 
Through a variety of examples, this paper will showcase the stylistic flexibility of 
Orthodox painters and the resilience of Ottoman influences in post-Byzantine art, 
but also explore how enforced or unintentional these stylistic exercises were. 
Furthermore, it aims to tackle theoretical and methodological issues on how to 
approach the entangled histories of Ottoman and post-Byzantine art, especially 
those within the Orthodox communities of the Ottoman Balkans. 
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Dimitris LIAKOS 
Ottoman elements in post-Byzantine artistic production of Mount Athos (16th – 18th 
c.) 
 
Despite its unquestionably great importance, the Ottoman influences in Post-
Byzantine artworks of Mt Athos remains largely lacking in proper documentation 
and study. The aim of my paper is to shed light on this topic through the 
examination of selected wooden, marble and gesso pieces from the monasteries of 
Lavra, Vatopedi and Iviron, dated from the 16th until to the 18th c.   
 
 

7th & 8th SESSION– OTTOMAN MACEDONIA II  
 
Evangelos PAPATHANASSIOU 
The Site Pisiōn at Vasilika, near Thessaloniki 
 
Pisiōn village (chōrion), proasteion and metochion is mentioned already since mid-
Byzantine era, though nothing Byzantine could be seen until today at this still non-

excavated site. The site today includes: a rectangular tower preserved less than 
half in size (till the outset of the 2nd store), a small bath, preserved in a relatively 
good condition, a cistern, a well tank and two hydrostats on pillars. By comparative 
analysis of the masonry and constructional details the tower could be dated at the 
mid of the 15th c., while the bath could be dated a century later. Perhaps this 
countryside residence belonged initially to some Ottoman official, maybe the 
Salonica’s kadi. Some distance away of the tower the remnants of the konak of the 
last ağa in the middle of a farm is to be seen, where the owner of the tower moved 
at the second half of the 19th c. 
 
 
Evangelos PAPATHANASSIOU, Paschalis ANDROUDIS 
The Ottoman complex of the Grand Vizier Sokollu Mehmet Paşa in Nea Apollonia 
 
Pazargah (Pazarouda, today Nea Apollonia), built on the shores of Lake Volvi, at a 
distance from the Mygdonian Apollonia, flourished during the Ottoman period, 
when a large open fair took place there with a market that lasted many days. 
Turkmen populations (Yuruks) also settled in this area, especially in the 16th 
century. 
Τhe prosperity of the settlement and the wider region in the 16th century is largely 
associated with the rich sponsorship activity of the Grand Vizier Sokollu Mehmed 
Paşa, who founded a large charitable complex there. Indeed, the ruins of this 
magnificent building complex are still preserved and can give us a, albeit faint, 
picture of the large area it occupied. It is a rectangular complex of external 
dimensions 47 x 20.40 m., from which the mosque and the kervansaray are still 
preserved and at a farther distance from them, in better condition, the bath. 
Ioli Vingopoulou ascribed the complex to the period 1566-1574. It seems that the 
area around Lake Volvi (Beşik Gölü) was a waqf, the incomes of which were used 
to maintain the library of the Topkapı palace in Istanbul. 
 
 
Stylianos GALANIS  
Ottoman Sidirokausia, the city of the silver mines in Halkidiki: The bath-mosque 
complex as the core of the historical center 
 
Sidirokausia was the centre of one of the most important silver mines and mints 
in the Balkans during the mid-16th century. 
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The architectural remnants of the Ottoman town of Sidirokausia, documented and 
georeferenced in 2001, are lying at the western part of modern village of Stagira in 
Chalcidice and they extend further west, around the hill of Agios Dimitrios, 
covering an area of at least 90 acres. Restoration works began with the restoration 
of "Small Bath" in 2010, co-funded by NSRF. It is a luxurious hammam with a 
wood-roofed frigidarium, built with cloisonné masonry, richly decorated plasters 
inside with relief muqarnas and sgraffiti. An unknown, probably wooden-roofed 
mosque with a rectangular prayer area, a square porch and the base of a minaret, 
attached to its western face, was revealed to the northwest of the bath. It is a 
complex of a "religious endowment", probably built between 1478-1487 by Ishak 
Pasha, that constituted the cohesive core of the initial Muslim quarter Cami-i Şerif: 
the historical and commercial center of Sidirokausia. 
 
 
Anastasia KAPANDRITI  
Ottoman Sidirokausia, the city of the silver mines in Halkidiki: The fort of Madem 
Ağa - the administrative center 
 
Sidirokausia was the center of one of the most important silver mines and mints 
in the Balkans during the mid-16th century, as mentioned by the previous speaker. 

The Sidirokausia superficial architectural remnants were meticulously 
documented and georeferenced in 2001, based on the initial identification by Pl. 
Theocharidis at 1975. The town was spreading across an area of at least 90 acres, 
at the western part of modern village of Stagira in Chalcidice and further west, 
around the hill of Haghios Demetrios. 
To the south, across the historical and commercial center of the town, on a 
naturally fortified position, was laying the Kastro (Fort) of Isvoros, hosting the 
administrative center and obviously the mint. According to the French traveler M. 
E. Cousineri (1793) the imperial establishment of Madem included also the 
residence of the Aga and his officials, the cleaning and storage facilities, as well as 
guest houses, stables, a large kitchen and garden. Nowadays the 15th-century tower 
and the konak of Madem Aga (the commander of the mint), which are undergoing 
restoration, stand inside the so-called Aristotle’s groove. 
 
 
Phokion KOTZAGEORGIS 
The formation of Ottoman Kastoria (Kesriye) 
 
The paper aspires to contribute to the discussion on how the Balkan towns were 
transformed after the Ottoman conquest. Without willing to suggest a model on the 
Ottoman urbanism in the Balkans, the paper focuses on the particularities of the 
formation of a case-town and attempts to compare these findings with general 
considerations on the topic. 
 
 
Aineias OIKONOMOU  
The seven mosques of Ottoman Florina. History, architecture and representation 
 
Florina (Chlerinos) during its conquest by the Ottomans (1395) was a small town 
outside the walls of the Byzantine fortress. It remained under Ottoman rule until 
the beginning of the 20th century (1912). By that time, it had seven mosques 
scattered throughout the town, from the east to its western end, to cover and serve 
the various Muslim neighbourhoods. According to tradition, three of these mosques 
were founded on the site of Byzantine churches, while all seven were demolished 
during the 20th century. 
The paper analyses the history (name, foundation, building phases) and the 
architectural characteristics (typology, construction and form) of the mosques and 
their minarets, according to the sources and the rich archival photographic 
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material. Furthermore, in this study, their representation is attempted for the first 
time. This historical and architectural documentation helps to restore and 
highlight a lost piece of the town's Ottoman history. 
 
 
Paschalis ANDROUDIS 
The Ottoman monuments of Yenice-i Vardar (present-day Giannitsa) in Macedonia 
 
The Macedonian city of Yenice-i Vardar (present-day Giannitsa), 48 km west of 
Thessaloniki, was founded around 1385 by Gazi Evrenos Bey, a March Lord (Uç 
Bey) of the Ottoman army, over the ruins of a small, pre-existing settlement. The 
conquering sultan, Murad I (Hüdavendigâr, 1362-1389), bequeathed the area to 
Evrenos and his family in order to build for him a city. Yenice-i Vardar was 
inhabited by Turcoman populations (yürüks), brought over from Anatolia.  
From that point on, the newly-built city of Yenice-i Vardar remained the home base 
of Evrenos and his descendants until 1912. Evrenos himself endowed his city 
(which enjoyed a special status of independency) with an important infrastructure 
comprising a mosque, a double hammam, an imaret, a mescid, a madrasa 
(theological school), an aqueduct, a kervansaray, and possibly some other minor 
buildings which have not survived. The care and maintenance of these buildings 

depended of the revenues of the vakıfs in the area. Evrenos’s tomb is still extant, 
however it suffered many alterations by being incorporated into a wider complex, 
most probably an imaret or a mosque. Recently it was successfully restored. By the 
end of the 15th c., the descendants of Evrenos, his grandson Ahmed Bey in 
particular, had further endowed the city with important buildings and foundations 
(mosques, hammams, schools, madrasas) and other infrastructures. During that 
period, the city assumed, with the arrival of Sheikh Ilahi and other theologians and 
poets, an important role as a cultural center. By the first half of 16th c. Yenice-i 
Vardar already had 18 Muslim neighborhoods (mahalle), in comparison to a sole 
Christian. In 1668, Evliyâ Çelebi mentioned 17 neighborhoods. At this time, 
Yenice-i Vardar was an important trading center with nine khans (inns), a large 
kervansaray and thousands of shops. Up until 1912, the city, which has no walls, 
sustained its urban economy through its dependence on the nearby rural area and 
its adjacent lake.  
Many buildings of the Evrenosoğlu family have been preserved in Giannitsa. Apart 
from those attributed to Evrenos and his grandson Ahmed Bey, there is a large 
mosque built by Iskender Bey in the 16th c., and a clock-tower (Saat Kulesi) built 
by Ahmed Sherif Evrenosoğlu in 1753-54. There are also some unidentified 
remnants of Ottoman buildings in the city which require a great deal of work, as 
well as consideration as to their place in the city’s urban tissue.    
 
 
Eleni GARA 
The built environment of Veroia (Kara Ferye), ca. 1600 
 
Veroia (Ottoman Kara Ferye) in Central Macedonia preserves many traces of its 
Ottoman past, despite large-scale rebuilding that has given it the appearance of a 
typical modern Greek province town. Apart from a few stone buildings with a public 
function from the early Ottoman centuries (a couple of mosques, the double bath 
of Tuzcı Sinan Beg etc.), most of the other remains, such as individual houses, part 
of the Christian neighborhoods and the Jewish quarter, date from the late Ottoman 
period. This paper discusses the built environment of the town in the late 16th – 
early 17th century using information from the archival record (tapu tahrir defterleri 
and kadı sicilleri). The aim is to establish as closely as possible the way that the 
residential, commercial, and industrial districts of Veroia looked like in the early 
modern times, and to contribute to the historiographical debate about the 
development of the Ottoman town in the Balkans. 
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Yannis STAVRIDOPOULOS  
From Allah to God. The conversion of Muslim religious buildings into churches in 
Macedonia 
 
The conversion of religious buildings after the establishment of a new authority 
has a long and lasting tradition in human history. There are numerous cases from 
different periods and parts of the world. The conversion of a religious building 
stands as a manifestation of the new rule. The re-use of the buildings was also 
practiced for utilitarian reasons. Regardless the motives, the conversion of a sacred 
space is always symbolic. The Ottomans during their rule converted many 
churches into mosques all over their empire. After gaining their independence the 
Balkan states followed suit and converted many mosques into churches. Greek 
Macedonia was incorporated into the Greek state along with a large Muslim 
population in 1912. The Treaty of Lausanne forced the Muslims to abandon the 
area in 1924. After the Exchange of Populations the conversion of mosques into 
churches in Greek Macedonia was widely practiced in both towns and villages. The  
aim of this paper is to firstly examine the reasons why the conversions occurred 
and under which conditions and secondly to present the surviving cases.       
 

 
Eleftheria KONSTANTINIDOU 
Reconstructing networks of khans and caravanserais in nineteenth-century 
Northern Greece: A preliminary geospatial approach 
 
Khans and caravanserais played an important role in the establishment of 
supralocal terrestrial commerce and transport in the Ottoman Empire. Despite 
their importance at the time being, so far they have only been superficially 
researched, especially as networks and at the northern part of the current Greek 
State. The reconstruction of such networks of khans and caravanserais in their 
spatial form and through the means of digital tools, allows us to identify critical 
routes and to empirically support such a notion with spatial data. For the digital 
mapping, the study combined and used two main sources; the itinerary of the 
Major (Tagmatarches) of the Engineering Battalion of the Greek Army, Nikolaos 
Shinas (which followed a form of military notes) and the Austro-Hungarian Third 
Military Mapping Survey (Generalkarte von Mitteleuropa, scale 1:200,000), which 
both gathered information on the buildings of khans and caravanserais for 
northern Greece during the last half of the nineteenth century. By combining those 
sources focusing on the khans for the first time, preliminary conclusions are 
argued regarding the critical routes, their possible traffic, and their spatial 
distribution. Finally, the geospatial data pave the way for future research, in 
particular with their correlation to other historical, environmental, or demographic 
variables. 
 
 
Emre KOLAY 
Ottoman prison projects in Greece in the light of archival documents 
 
This study includes the prison projects prepared for the Greek cities of 
Didymoteikhon (Dimetoka), Kavala, Xanthi (İskeçe), Kozani (Kozana), Serez (Siroz), 
Alexandroupolis (Dedeağaç), Drama, Komotini (Gümülcine), Thessaloniki (Selanik), 
Chios (Sakız Adası) in the late nineteenth century. The transformation of the penal 
system in Ottoman law started with the proclamation of Tanzimat and this 
transformation continued until the twentieth century. This transformation 
undoubtedly brought about the birth of prisons as a new place of punishment. 
Thus, from the second half of the nineteenth century onwards, the Ottoman Empire 
produced many prison projects and was able to implement some of them. The 
Ottoman archive contains a large number of prison projects from this period. The 
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main theme of our study is the prison projects prepared for the Ottoman provinces 
of Edirne (Adrianople), Thessaloniki and Cezayir-i Bahr-i Sefid (Aegean Sea 
Islands). These prison projects contain important clues in order to follow the 
typology of the prison buildings of the period and reveal the stylistic characteristics 
of the period with their façade design. 
 
 
Emily NEUMEIER 
An epigraphic revolution in Ottoman Greece 
 
This paper concerns the efforts of one Ottoman governor, Tepedelenli Ali Pasha, to 
inscribe his personal brand of politics into the local topography through the 
medium of architectural inscriptions. By the early nineteenth century, there were 
firm rules of decorum governing the creation of public texts in the Ottoman Empire, 
and Ali Pasha defied these standards at every turn. Most significantly, I shall 
document how the governor commissioned multiple epigraphic inscriptions in 
Greek verse, a format echoing local folk song, accompanied by heraldic insignia 
that looked to a regional Venetian visual tradition.  
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DAY 3       Sunday, 6 November 2022 

 
9th SESSION– OTTOMAN EPIRUS AND LEUCAS 
       
Ioannis HOULIARAS 
Margariti, the emergence of an Ottoman settlement and its castle 
 
The settlement of Margariti was a prosperous Ottoman settlement and the seat of 
a kaza. It is distinguished by a variety of neighborhoods (mahalle) with a special 
architectural physiognomy. The castle of Margariti must have been built around 
1549 by the Ottomans in order to strengthen the newly conquered territories 
against the coastal Venetian possessions, mainly in the area of Parga. The Ephorate 
of Antiquities of Thesprotia in an effort to protect and promote both the settlement 
and the castle, has for the last three years officially recognized the protection of the 
best-preserved part of the settlement, as well as proceeded with works in order to 
strengthen and restore the castle. 
 
 
Alexandra KOUMPOULI 
Liminal Spaces in Late Ottoman Thesprotia: Neighborhoods of Courtyard Houses 
in the Abandoned Palia Sagiada 
 
This paper discusses the unstudied courtyard houses of Palia Sagiada as liminal 
spaces between the public and private realms of the village’s neighborhoods. Palia 
Sagiada stands frozen-in-time close to the Adriatic coast and the Greek-Albanian 
borders, after the violent events of WWII; a snapshot of its spatial development 
during the Late Ottoman period of Thesprotia. The village, populated by Christians, 
was destroyed by an earthquake in 1872 and rebuilt after the initiatives of its 
prominent merchant elites.  It includes churches, a commercial area with shops 
and workshops, and houses with multi-leveled, multi-functional large courtyards. 
These complexes are organized in clusters or small neighborhoods with public 
areas, different social hierarchies, and spatial coherence. This work will contribute 
to a better understanding of the function and spatial organization of the rural 
villages of the late Ottoman Thesprotia. It will also add to our limited knowledge of 
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the spatial development of the rural villages of that period in the broader Balkan 
region.  
 
 
Virginia MAVRIKA 
A Late Ottoman map of the citadel of Ioannina (Yanya) 
 
A Late Ottoman map of the citadel of Ioannina (Yanya) which is kept at the Turkish 
Presidency Sate Archives of the Republic of Turkey (Cumhurbaşkanlığı Devlet 
Arşivleri Başkanlığı) in Istanbul is a rare piece of documentation that complements 
our knowledge about the city planning, buildings, functions and place names of 
the city’s historic center at a time when it had lost its primacy as an administrative 
center. 
 
 
Varvara PAPADOPOULOU 
The work of restoration, conservation and enhancement at the Ottoman 
monuments of the Castle of Ioannina 
 
The Castle of Ioannina in its current form is the result of the great construction 

and renovating works done in the early 19th century by Ali Pasha (1740-1822). 
During this period the fortification was renovated, expanded and modernized 
according to the developments of the art of the war of the time. 
Inside, the Castle preserves the two citadels, which have been formed since the 
Byzantine era. The northeast is known for the Aslan Mosque complex (mosque, 
madrassas, turbans, etc.) and took its name from the homonymous founder who 
built it in the early 17th century. 
Its (İç) Kale, the southeastern citadel, owes its present form to the extensions and 
reinforcements of its walls made by Ali Pasha. In Its Kale there was the Saray of Ali 
Pasha (today in ruins) and the Fethiye Mosque which was also reconstructed at the 
same time. 
In the Castle of Ioannina and its monuments for decades, very important works 
are being done by the Archaeological Service. The Ottoman walls, as well as the 
walls of Its Kale, have been restored and preserved, along with the standing 
buildings of the Ottoman period, which have been given uses, thus making it an 
interesting archaeological site with a large number of visitors. 
In Its Kale there are currently three Museums (Byzantine, Treasury and 
Silversmithing Museum), two exhibition spaces (Fethiye, multipurpose hall), a 
cafeteria (in the Ottoman galleys of the Guard) and spaces for many other events 
and various activities. 
Similar works (along with excavations) have been carried out on other monuments 
of the Ottoman period in the wider area of the Castle. Work has recently begun on 
the Hammam. These works, in combination with the works planned to be carried 
out in the Aslan Pasha complex and the Turkish library, radically change not only 
the form of these buildings, but also part of the settlement of the Castle of Ioannina. 
 
 
Maria LAMPRINOU 
Life and war in Ayamavra fortress (1479-1684) 

 
Soon after the fall of Constantinople, the Ottomans gradually occupied Western 
Greece and in 1479 Pasha Gedik Ahmed had taken, without having done any 
battle, the castle of Lefcas, Ayamavra. Consequently, the fortifications, the 
settlements inside and outside of the walls, as well as the entire wealth-producing 
area around it were left intact to the new rulers. The existing infrastructures such 
as the salt pans, the fish farm, the three ports and the ship-passage through the 
shallows of the lagoon, continued to be in use by the Ottomans. The fertile areas 
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of the north Lefcas were offered to Muslim officials, while the local inhabitants were 
allowed to keep their dwellings, at the edge of the lagoon, but paid taxes. 
The frequent attacks of the ‘Ayamavrites’ pirates against the Venetian fleet had as 
a result frequent sieges against the fortress by the Europeans, which in turn 
imposed the adaptation of evolved defense systems to the fortress. 
The fortress walls that had been constructed to reinforce the defense were then 
covered by newer constructions so that today they are barely recognizable. Their 
location and identification is feasible only through investigation in relative sources 
and in the field. Today it is equally difficult to identify the areas where the ancestral 
dwellings of the inhabitants were located as well as the areas that were given to the 
‘agates’. It is also impossible to recognize the location of the salt flats because today 
Lefcas’s marina has been established in the same place.  

 
 
10th SESSION– OTTOMAN THESSALY, CENTRAL GREECE AND  
  PELOPONNESE 
 
Stavros GOULOULIS, Paschalis ANDROUDIS 
The tekke of Soğuk Pınar in Tempi and the Turakhanid vakfiyes  
 

The endowment documents of Turakhanids of Thessaly mention a cell, a mosque, 
and a kervansaray, which provided a shelter to travelers, at Soğuk Pınar, close to 
a water source in the southern exit of the valley of Tempi. The place is identified 
with Krya Vrysi, which was village Baba in the Ottoman era. An ancient sanctuary 
of the Mother of Gods, a Byzantine church and the newer Khan of Kokkona are 
sites in the proximity of the village.  
According to research by Machiel Kiel, Hasan Baba’s tekke is first found in the 
register of the year 1506 (T.D. 36, p. 1289) as a waqf, which belongs to the rare 
category with two founders: Ömer Bey, but also Sultan Bayezid II Veli (1481-1512). 
In this text there is reference to the donation "to the zaviye dervishes of Ömer in 
the passage of 'Platamonas', the incomes of a village 'Tourkopoulou' or 
'Kastropalat'". In the Ottoman register of 1566 this village is referred to as the waqf 
of Bayezid II and is given by him for the "zaviye" of Ömer Bey. 
From the once glorious complex of Hasan Baba’s tekke, the mausoleum (türbe) 
that contained the tomb of its founder and a part of the kitchen are still preserved 
today. The guest house, the dervish cells, the refectory, the stables, the sheikh’s 
apartments and the bakery have now been destroyed. As far as the house of rituals 
(meydan) is concerned, we do not have any information of an archaeological nature. 
In the northwest corner, the ruins of a mosque were still preserved to this day, 
which is known thanks to an 1819 engraving by Edward Dodwell and another 
painting of the 19th century, as well as from descriptions of travelers. One can 
form a picture of the complex through the old photographs. It follows that most of 
the buildings, especially those with the balconies of its cells and guesthouses, were 
relatively late, probably of the 18th-19th centuries. 
 
 
Archontoula ANASTASIADOU 
The Bedesten of Larisa revisited    
 

The Larissa bedesten, sitting in a prominent position at the top of the ancient and 
byzantine citadel, defined the center of the commercial part of the ottoman city. It 
was built before 1506/7, most probably between 1484 and 1507 and was used as 
a covered market to store, display and sell valuable goods. It covers an area of 600 
m2 and its interior was divided into six domed spaces, supported by two pillars. 
The shops inside were arrayed around a corridor, against the walls and the two 
pillars that supported the domes. The building was surrounded on all four sides 
by galleries, which also housed shops.  
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Recent excavations carried out as part of the restoration, brought to light important 
information regarding the building history, the construction details and the 
multiple uses of the monument, initially as a covered market and later as a powder 
magazine and an observation post. 
 
 
Stavroula SDROLIA, Dimitris KOUTSOGIANNIS 
Τhe Great Ottoman Bath of Larissa. A preliminary report 
 
The Great Ottoman Bath of Larissa (Büyük Hammam in the Ottoman sources) is 
an impressive building, measuring 34x15m. situated in the center of the city, 
opposite of the Ancient Theater. As proved by the research during the restoration 
study, made by the Ephorate of Antiquities of Larissa, it preserves all its main 
parts, although hidden behind modern alterations, made by the owners of the 
shops occupying its inner space. 
The most interesting part of the monument today is the hot compartment at the 
western side, where the revetments have been removed by the owners and the 
initial masonry and vaults revealed, as well as their support system. Construction 
elements and the symmetrical array of the four vaulted compartments surrounding 
the dome, favor its chronology towards the first centuries of the ottoman 

occupation and stress its importance among a series of outstanding public baths 
of this period.  
 
 
Anastasia THAMNOPOULOU   
Ottoman Trikala until the end of 16th c.: An archaeological approach  
 
The successive conquests of the Ottomans brought the lands of today’s Thessaly 
under their control already by the early 15th century. The province of the sanjak of 
Tirhala was formed and its capital underwent a number of changes, reflecting the 
characteristics of an Ottoman city of the time. The current presentation aims to 
introduce and explore the city’s Ottoman past through the material culture that 
dates to the early Ottoman centuries. Architectural and mobile remains contribute 
in tracing continuity and change in this urban center that was surrounded by 
agriculturally prosperous lands. 
 
 
Kristallia MANTZANA, Evangelia DAFI 
Two Ottoman monuments from the 15th and 16th century in Trikala, Thessaly 
 
At the southern entrance of the city, a bath building, part of the 16th century 
Ottoman complex of Osmân Şȃh, was recently revealed in the ground floor of the 
former prisons in Trikala, which were built in the 1890’s. After the prisons were 
transferred, the monument was restored with NSRF funding by the Ephorate of 
Antiquities of Trikala. 
In a heavily commercial area in the center of Trikala, a small building survives from 
the waqf complex founded in the15th century by the first Ottoman rulers. The 
monument is mentioned in the sources as a medrese, as a bath and as a temporary 
prison. Archival research, combined with findings from its architecture, offers more 

evidence for the initial use of the building and helps to redefine its function. 
 
 
Evangelia LEFA  
The Ottoman hammam in Volos  
 
Two baths operated in Volos (Demetrias) during the ottoman period (1423-1881): 
a large one which was for use by the locals and a small one destined for the 
Governorate’s guard near the south gate of the city-walls. This paper focuses on 
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the architecture of the latter, which is still standing and one of the most neglected 
monuments of the city’s ottoman past. The bath is an oblong unambitious building 
with six rooms. A large hall to the west, disguised today by modern living and 
storing arrangements, gives access to the main domed hall from which arched 
openings lead to three rooms, a small room to the side of the main hall and two 
larger ones to the east. The walls preserve their colored plaster and original niches, 
and the built domes their initial skylights and plaster decoration with muqarnas 
on the pendentives. An oblong cistern, to the east, once also contained the boiler. 
Probably dating from the early eighteenth century, this bath is one of the most 
original examples of the “type C” hammams known in Greece to date. 
 
 
Alexandra KOSTARELLI, Eyridiki KATSALI 
The Ottoman Chalcis: Monuments, correlations, restoration works, perspectives 
 
Chalcis was occupied by the Ottoman forces in 1470. The new rulers erected new 
buildings or renovated existing ones, so that Chalcis acquired an Ottoman 
architectural character. However, today, there is little evidence preserved from the 
Ottoman city, which is concentrated in some surviving monuments, mainly in the 
area that was surrounded and protected by walls.  

The purpose of this presentation is to prepare an overview of the preserved 
monuments in Chalcis, that date back to the Ottoman period, in combination with 
selected data regarding monuments of the same period that no longer exist, in an 
effort to reconstruct the topography of the Ottoman city, but, also, to formulate 
some indicative quantitative approaches and general conclusions about the course 
of Chalcis during the period of the Ottoman rule. 
 
 
Ayşe KAYAPINAR  
Some observations on the city of Patras in the Ottoman period (15th – 18th 
centuries) 
 
Morea was conquered by Mehmet II and was transformed into an Ottoman 
province, subdivided into 17 districts. One of the Morea districts was Balya Badra. 
The center of the Balya Badra district was the city of Balya Badra. Balya 
Badra/Ballı Badra is the Ottoman pronunciation of the Palea Patra. This 
pronunciation of Patras name is used during the Ottoman period. Patras has a 
special position in the Ottoman administrative system as it is a coastal city. This 
will affect its demographic and economic development over the centuries. The 
Patras city remained at the southwestern extreme of the Ottoman State. Due to its 
geographic situation as a part of the Ottoman Empire the city was exposed to 
attacks coming from the West on the one hand, and on the other hand, it 
constituted a leading outpost against the dangers that could come from the West. 
The aim of this study is to examine the city of Patras, its population, the personal 
names of its residents and its social and economic development between 1460 and 
1715 years. The main sources of this study are the Ottoman survey registers 
concerning the province of Morea. Changes and continuities in the historical 
course of the city from the 15th and 18th centuries will be tried to be determined. 

 

 
Levent KAYAPINAR 
The city of Arcadia and its township during the Ottoman period 
 
The city and township of Arcadia, which is located on the shores of the Ionian Sea 
in the west of the Peloponnese and is called Kyparissia today, became Ottoman 
territory in 1461. There are Ottoman population and economic records of Arcadia 
city and its sub-district for the years 1461, 1514, 1569, 1571, 1583 and 1715. 
According to these records, most of the villages of the Arcadia district are inhabited 
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by people who are stated to be Greek and Albanian. There is also a military fort 
protecting the city of Arcadia. Although the township of Arcadia was founded in 
1461, there are no records of its city.   
In 1514 the city of Arcadia was recorded with its castle. However, its quarters were 
not found on this date. In 1569, the quarters of the city of Arcadia were also 
recorded. According to these records, the city of Arcadia consists of the quarters of 
Çeşme, Burgaz, İskele, Leonidi, Blemeniani and İlmani. In 1514 most of the 
inhabitants of Arcadia were non-Muslims. In 1581, it preserves its other quarters, 
except for the Çeşme Quarter. In 1583, there is information about the city of 
Arcadia and the people who served in the castle and protected it. The Venetokratia 
period begins in the Peloponnese, which was captured by the Venetians. In 1715, 
when the Ottomans took the Peloponnese for the second time, the change in the 
city of Arcadia was reflected in the records. There is information about the Muslim, 
Greek and Venetian quarters of Paleobigadi, Piroga, Purgo of Arcadia in 1715. In 
this paper, the history of the city of Arcadia and its township between the years 
1461-1715 will be explained by using the information in the Ottoman cadastral 
registers.  
 
 
Chrysa MELKIDI 

The hammam of Tripolidja (Peloponnese, Greece) 
 
This paper presents the documentation of a monumental style ruined building 
revealed during demolition works in Tripoli, capital of the Arcadia prefecture in 
Peloponnese. There is a description of the findings, joined by the necessary 
observations on the specific architectural and technical features of the remnants, 
depending on which the monument was determined as a middle-sized Ottoman 
hammam dated in the 16th c. A drawing depiction of an intermediate stage of the 
building’s collapse during the Greek Independence War in 1828 contributed to a 
more sufficient architectural representation of the monument. Further search 
proved the existence of a mosque with a zaviye in its courtyard in the close vicinity 
of the hammam. That recovery was the connection point between early and recent 
relative historical sources, which allowed the identification of the remnants with 
the hammam of Haydar Pasha erected during the times of Sultan Selim II (1566-
1574) according to the earliest existing evidence. 

 
 
11th SESSION– LESVOS, CRETE, RHODES, KOS, CYPRUS 
 
Paschalis ANDROUDIS, Sonia GKOUNTA 
The tekke and the madrasa of the Castle of Mitilini 
 
This paper presents the architecture of the tekke and the madrasa in the Castle of 
Mitilini. The tekke is a small, single vaulted building with a rectangular plan, 
measuring 6, 95 x 3, 50 m. In its interior it had once a fireplace. As for its masonries 
they were built with carved local red stones, most of which have been taken from 
earlier buildings. Judging by its architecture the tekke should be a 16th c. 
construction.  
The madrasa is a large two-storied building with a U-shaped plan and an internal 

courtyard. The ground floor comprises the Imaret rooms, as well as storerooms. 
The first floor houses the madrasa’s cells, as well as the classroom.  
The determination of the exact dating of the madrasa encounters several 
difficulties, especially since its dedicatory inscription is not preserved. On the one 
hand, references to the building in Ottoman archival sources, as well as certain 
elements of the building’s architecture, led Dimitris Karidis and Machiel Kiel to 
ascribe it to the 16th century. 
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Antonis KATSARAKIS 
The use of architectural grid in the architecture of early Ottoman Crete (ca. 1650-
1715) 
 
In general, early Ottoman Crete (ca 1650-1715) was a very unique field from a 
socio-religious point of view, where the collapsed social order of Venice was 
transformed under the pressure of war and the influx of Islam. The architectural 
dimension of this society is still underexplored. The paper will focus on the use of 
architectural grid and precise length units, as recorded in surveyed mosques and 
wealthy residencies of this period. Contrary to the established misconception that 
these buildings represent only a provincial or vernacular, even “picturesque” aspect 
of architectural activity, the use of such building aids points to a direct relation 
with the Ottoman center via the institution of imperial architects. The hybrid forms 
created in the island can lead us to new questions and so enrich our perception of 
what is considered “traditional”, “imported” or even “alien” in the architecture of 
the Balkans.  
 
 
Eleni KANETAKI, Georgios ANTONIOU  
A Contribution to the study of the big size Ottoman hammam at the port of Kos  

 
The remaining dome vaulted covered part of the big sized Ottoman bath (hammam) 
at the port of Kos town in Dodecanese, Greece, is the surviving building out of a 
larger complex (KM 923) almost triple in overall size, probably mentioned there by 
Evliya Çelebi. The remaining warm sector of the original complex is being 
characterized by the cross shaped layout with four domed warm bathing rooms at 
the corners. The central area of the cross is covered by the large dome, but the 
other spaces by scaphoid/domed vaults. The disrobing hall was at the NE of the 
original complex. The stone masonry walls are strengthened by inserted timber 
beams. According to metrological issues, the hammam at the port of Kos could be 
dated at the late 16th – early 17th c. 
 

 
Eleutheria TSAKANIKA, Panagiotis TOULIATOS, Vassilios TSOURAS, K. 
ATHANASIADOU 

The timber roof of two mosques in Kos and Rhodes. Documentation and restoration  
 
In this paper the documentation and restoration projects of two timber-roofed 
mosques of the Dodecanese islands are presented.  
The Gazi Hasan Paşa Mosque on the island of Kos, built in 1786, is an excellent 
example of Islamic architecture. During the catastrophic earthquake of 1933 it was 
heavily damaged. The Italian authorities which occupied the island, repaired the 
mosque and reconstructed the minaret tower. In 1962 a local builder constructed 
a new roof, replacing almost all the original timber members of the roof because of 
extensive decay problems. At the end of 1994, urgent interventions were decided 
again, because the condition of the roof and of the reinforced concrete belt at the 
top of the wall, was quite dangerous for the monument and for the people that were 
visiting the area around it. The project of the study of the mosque that was limited 
only on the roof included: Historical research, Survey, Pathology and Assessment 

of the existing roof, in which two trusses of the original roof were found almost 
intact in place and Proposals for the construction of a new timber roof of glued-
laminated timber and a modern structural system. The principles taken into 
consideration for the design of the new roof were: reversibility, redundant behavior, 
and diaphragmatic action using plywood in order to connect and reinforce against 
earthquake the quite weak, high walls with the many closely placed windows. The 
whole procedure of the roof reconstruction, was completed in a period of three and 
a half months. The continuation and the completion of the restoration works for 
the whole building, especially of the masonry that is in bad condition, since till now 
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nothing has been done, is crucial for the safety of one of the most important 
monuments of Islamic architecture in Greece. Thankfully, the interventions on the 
roof, helped the masonry withstand the severe earthquake in Kos in 2017. 
The Haci Mehmed Aga Mosque is on the first floor of a two storied building in the 
city of Rhodes. The vaulted constructions of the ground floor belong mainly to 
Knight’s Period. Two main structural phases of the mosque can be recognized 
(1820 and 1875). The building, reinforced with several zones of timber lacings along 
its height, has an interesting timber “post and beam” type of roof. The whole 
building and the roof were surveyed systematically (load bearing system and 
construction details), revealing the use in this case too, of the local structural 
system of Ottoman period in Rhodes. The masonry and the roof was assessed 
structurally through the documentation of the pathology and the use of 
mathematical models. The basic principles of the proposed interventions were: the 
preservation of the existing load-bearing system of the roof with local repairs and 
minimization of replacements of timbers, and the reinforcement of the building 
against earthquake using the timber roof and its connection with the existing 
timber lacing system.    
 
 
Giorgos NTELLAS, Katerina MANOUSOU-NTELLA  

The Great Ottoman Mosques of Rhodes Town 
 
The most important intervention of the Ottomans in the layout of the urban fabric 
and the aesthetic perception of the town of Rhodes was the integration of the 
important, purely Islamic complexes with buildings of monumental dimensions, 
which were mainly mosques and baths. Elegant spherical domes and very tall 
minarets gave oriental flair to a purely western town and have since become 
characteristic landmarks, especially prominent when approached from the sea. 
The most important is the dome of the New Bath (Yeni Hammam or Mustafa 
Hammamı) with a diameter of almost 13 meters, distinguished for the boldness 
and aesthetic perfection of the construction in the middle of the eighteenth 
century. The five major purely Islamic mosques, two of which are clearly dated to 
the sixteenth century (the mosque of Süleyman and the mosque of Recep Pasha) 
while the other three were part of a group with other public functions of the 
Süleyman Public Benefit Foundation, played an important role in the religious 
and social life of the Muslim inhabitants of the town (the complex of Şadırvan or 
Sinan Bey Mosque, the complex of Sultan Mustafa Mosque and the great mosque 
of 19th c. known as ‘Süleyman Mosque’). 
 
 
Giorgos NTELLAS 
The Ottoman Hasan Bey Mansion in Rhodes 
 
This study concerns the presentation of the architectural phases of the Hasan Bey 
Mansion in Rhodes. The author joined the program of the "Office of Conservation 
and Restoration of the Medieval City of Rhodes" in 1985 and his architectural study 
was completed in the following years (1987-1997). The NE part of the floor recently 
collapsed in the building. The restoration project was included in the Recovery and 
Resilience Fund of the Ministry of Culture (2022-2026). The owner of the mansion 

and governor of Rhodes, Hasan Bey, is mentioned in documents in the late 18th 
and early 19th centuries. Concerning the architecture of the building, it belongs in 
the mansions that prevailed in the Balkans and Central Asia Minor during the 18th 
century, but also with local peculiarities. 

The original floor plan of the mansion was type Π. The ground floor includes 
two storage rooms, auxiliary spaces, and an open space. The floor was the main 
residence. We distinguish one room (oda) in the SW and another one in the NW 
corner. The loggia (hayat) was the main communication space of the house and the 
entrance was by a wooden staircase. The NE room with the huge fireplace was the 
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kitchen of the house. The SE wing was used as auxiliary spaces and had been 
added an attic. The skylights with complex Islamic arches and stained glasses, the 
wooden musandras, doors, staircase, the wood-carved decoration and almost all 
the morphological elements are common in this architecture. 
 
 
Angelos SMAGAS, Andreani KYPRIANOU 
The transformation of churches into mosques in Ottoman Cyprus   
 
Cyprus as part of the Byzantine Empire until the end of the 12th century and later 
under the rule of the Franks and the Venetians had an entirely Christian 
orientation, a fact that was reflected in its religious buildings. However, after 1571, 
when it was conquered by the Ottomans, several churches were converted into 
mosques and some of them continue to function as such until today. The same 
phenomenon of converting Christian places of worship into Muslim ones was also 
observed after 1974, when more than one third of the Republic of Cyprus went 
under Turkish occupation. In the context of this project, we will attempt a short 
presentation of the monuments that have undergone this type of change.   
 
 

12th SESSION– OTTOMAN HERITAGE MANAGEMENT AND  
        RESTORATIONS IN GREECE 
 
Eleni-Anna CHLEPA  
The contribution of French architects to the restoration of monuments in the Greek 
territory: A reconsideration 
 
Throughout the 19th century until the beginning of the 20th century, French 
architects worked in Greece as architects of the Ottoman administration, as 
municipal architects, as freelancers and as heads of important restoration projects 
of ancient, early Christian, and medieval monuments. In the context of the 
investigation of the cultural transfers and interactions between France and Greek 
areas, during and after Ottoman rule, the presentation examines: On the one hand, 
the role and influence of French architects and conservators on the activities of 
protection and restoration of medieval monuments (public and ecclesiastical 
architecture) carried out by the Ottoman administration, on the other hand, the 
transfer of theoretical principles of restorations, know-how, etc. Emphasis is given 
to the action of the French Scientific Missions (1900-1922) as well as to their 
contribution to the re-appraisal of medieval heritage in Greek territory. 
 
 
Konstantina GEORGIADOU 
Rupture and denial: Ottoman heritage management in early 20th century Drama 
 
This paper follows the urban transformation of the city of Drama, Greece, as a 
result of the political changes of the first decades of the twentieth century. In this 
period, the built space of northern Greek cities was employed to portray their new 
national identity through campaigns of cultural cleansing and ethnic 
homogenization, which ruptured the urban continuity and altered the cultural 
topography. The concept of urbanism, developed as part of the author’s Doctoral 
research, investigates the processes of rejection and appropriation underlying 
nationalist urban interventions, by looking at a range of multimodal and nuanced 
approaches in built space manipulation. In the case of Drama, the imposition of a 
new urban plan in 1930 disrupted the urban form and development, while the 
analysis of the strategies employed on the building scale shows patterns of cultural 
targeting and manipulation. As a result, Ottoman architectural and urban tradition 
was subjected to change, neglect and destruction, as it embodied a pluralistic 
cultural identity that needed to be disassociated from the country’s future.  
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Dimitrios ZYGOMALAS 
Not merely a case of destruction: The initial care for the works of Ottoman 
architecture in northern Greece after 1912  
 
In 1912, after nearly five centuries of Ottoman rule, the region of Macedonia in 
northern Greece was placed under Greek administration, followed, in 1920, by the 
region of Thrace. Though the two areas were firmly incorporated in the modern 
Greek state only after 1923, as early as 1912, the works of Ottoman architecture 
spread in both regions began to be re-evaluated. Up until recently, this new phase 
in their history was associated with a largely destructive treatment, indicative of 
an effort to erase the signs of the oppressive past. Yet latest research indicates that 
this may not be entirely true. To settle the case, the present paper will provide a 
complete and genuine picture of the initial care undertaken for the works of 
Ottoman architecture in northern Greece after 1912, through a methodical review 
of actions in two major fields, namely documentation and preservation - 
enhancement, the latter discussed in terms of listing initiatives, incorporation in 
urban design and realization of conservation projects. 
 

 
Maria TRIANTAFYLLIDOY, Paschalis ANDROUDIS 
Reconstructing Ottoman Architecture by local societies. The case of the Ottoman 
monuments of Giannitsa, Greece 
 
Over the past decades Ottoman Architecture in Greece has been incorporated into 
current scientific and cultural interests. Instead, this article highlights the way it 
was assessed from below. The local society of Giannitsa, Greece, after a long period 
of oblivion, re-negotiated with Ottoman Architecture. In 2000’s the local 
administration in co-operation with the local Ephorate of Antiquities executed 
three restoration projects: the restoration of the Mausoleum of the city founder, 
Ghazi Evrenos, of the Clock Tower and of the domed monument known as “Turbes”. 
Nowadays, in their after-life role, the restored monuments are open to the public 
to constitute a place of dialogue while new project planning is in process. By the 
selected case study of Giannitsa, Greece this article examines the symbiosis of the 
Ottoman remains with the local inhabitants through the 20th century; it presents 
the unofficial narratives and practices from below; finally, it defines the orientation 
from oblivion to the inclusion of the Ottoman monuments in urban landscape and 
the contributing factors.   
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